
summer (i.e. southern winter) or even adult-plumaged Reeve. Confusion 

in Australia is most likely with Sharp-tailed or Pectoral Sandpipers, C. 

melanotos, from which Ruffs and Reeves are identifiable by a longer- 

necked stance, longer legs, more elegant gait, more slender bill shape, 

more extensive white sides to the tail and different calls (though often 

silent). A very buffy Reeve could be confused with the rarer Buff-breasted 

Sandpiper, Tryngites subruficollis, if the observer was familiar with neither 

species, though the latter has a quite different shape and actions and a 

plain uppertail pattern. 

AN UNUSUAL METHOD OF SPOIL DISPOSAL DURING BURROW 
EXCAVATION BY THE TRAPDOOR SPIDER AN!DIOPS V1LLOSUS 

(RAINBOW). 

By BARBARA YORK MAIN, Zoology Department, University of 

Western Australia, Nedlands. 

Maintenance and deepening of burrows by trapdoor spiders of the 

family Ctenizidae is a seasonal activity stimulated by heavy rain which 

soaks into the soil and renders it malleable. In southwestern Australia 

such activity generally coincides with autumn rains which break the char¬ 

acteristic summer drought. Some species, notably adults of Anidiops vil- 

losus, occasionally take advantage of the favourable conditions following 

spasmodic summer thunderstorms to deepen their burrows. Most species 

deposit the excavated soil in loose piles that form a lunette in front of 

the burrow entrance (Fig. 1). Individual loads are dumped by the spider 

Figure 1.—Lunette arrangement of dumped soil from deepened bur¬ 

row; this is the typical method of disposal by most aganippine trapdoor 

spiders. 

which ejects the front of the body from under the half-opened door while 

it retains a ‘toe-hold’ on the burrow rim. However Anidiops villosus 

deposits spoil in long mounds immediately behind the hinge-line of the 

door (Fig. 2 and Plate 1). Piles of excavated soil may be up to 16.0 cm 

long and several centimetres high and wide . 

Anidiops villosus like many other aganippine species, attaches indi¬ 

vidual twigs with silk to the rim of the burrow entrance in a radial or 

fan-like arrangement (Rainbow, 1914; Main, 1952 and Plate 1). These 

twig-lines function as sensory lines for the detection of prey moving across 

the litter (Main, 1957a,b). The twig-lines of Anidiops obviously present 

a mechanical difficulty in flipping or pushing soil out of the entrance. 

Further, soil dumped on or even near the twig-lines would interfere with 

the foraging activity of the spider and to carry spoil across the fan of 
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Plate 1.—Nest of Anidiops villosus showing pile of excavated soil 

behind door; note that the spoil does not foul the foraging area of the 

fan of twig-lines. 

twigs and behind the door would expose the spider to predation. Both 

difficulties are avoided by the spider which deposits spoil without ever 

leaving the burrow. 

The spider makes a hole in the burrow wall beneath the door hinge 

and progressively digs a tunnel behind the door (Fig. 2). Excavated spoil 

from the bottom of the burrow and the stripped walls is pushed to the 

surface through this tunnel. The overburden of spoil forms the lengthening 

roof of the tunnel as it is extended to take successive loads of soil. When 

burrow deepening and wall maintenance is completed the spider plugs the 

perforated wall with soil and seals it over with fresh silk. 

Figure 2.—Profile of burrow entrance of Anidiops villosus showing 

(a) pile of spoil, (b) hole in burrow wall beneath hinge (c) disposal tunnel. 
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Fresh spoil dumps are very conspicuous. However after rain the mound 

collapses into the now internally closed tunnel and the area behind the 

door is thus flattened. 

For many years I had observed the soil mounds behind Anidiops’ 

nests of various sizes but had not been able to ascertain how the spider 

dumped the soil in this seemingly awkward site. This unusual method of 

disposing of the burrow spoil was first observed in adult spiders in the 

1977 autumn at a study site on the North Bungulla Fauna and Flora 

Reserve (see Main, 1978). By lifting the door the tunnel opening is 

readily seen. Intrigued with the apparent ingenuity of the method I then 

examined the interior of nests of recently established juvenile spiders. 

Once a new burrow is deep enough to contain a spider it attaches a door 

and twig lines. Deepening of the burrow and deposition of spoil through 

the “back door” tunnel proceeds just as in adult nests. 

Although such spiders never leave the nest while dumping spoil they 

are still vulnerable to predation. Surface movement of the spoil heaps 

during dumping activities could be discernible to birds, e.g. quail and 

ground birds which feed on insects amongst the litter. On July 17, 1978 

I noticed two nests of emergents which had the tunnels freshly damaged 

and exposed. In one the roof of the tunnel had been dragged off exposing 

the middle section of the tunnel which appeared as a channel or trough 

in the soil. In the other nest the door and rim of twigs and the whole pile 

of spoil appeared to have been torn off in one bundle and dumped over 

the distal end of the tunnel. This was on a damp morning following two 

days of rain which had promoted fresh digging activities amongst the 

whole population. 

My own observations and records (Main, 1957a,b, 1976, 1978) and 

those of Gray (1968) have shown that twig-lining by trapdoor spiders 

is an adaptation to semi-arid habitats where prey, consisting primarily 

of ants and litter foraging termites, is only seasonally abundant and/or 

concentrated in particular sites. The habit has been adopted by many 

aganippine species, some of which have populations of both twig-lining 

and non-twig-lining spiders. Others such as the Idiosoma species and 

Anidiops villosus are obligatory twig-liners. 

I have on rare occasions noticed a partial opening beneath the hinge 

in the burrow walls of some Aganippe spiders, but generally aganippine 

species appear to deposit spoil in front of the nest. 

However it would be interesting to observe whether any other species 

have developed the “backdoor” disposal method. Such observations could 

help to suggest the antiquity or otherwise of the twig-lining adaptation and 

hence the relative degree of desert adaptation in the various species. 
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